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The interaction of nanosecond laser radiation with shell targets in the shell-compression regime and the 
formation and the corona state of a laser target are investigated. Experiments performed with the 
Kal'mar system yielded the absorbed, reflected, and refracted fractions of the laser radiation energy as 
well as the dependence of these quantities on the shell parameters. The temperature and density 
distributions of the plasma in the laser-target corona are measured. A theoretical analysis and numerical 
calculations indicate that the laser-radiation absorption is of inverse bremsstrahlung origin and that the 
fraction of the resonant absorption is small (< 1%). They demonstrate also the substantial role of the 
refraction in spherical experiments and the connection between the hydrodynamic processes in the target 
corona and the shell dynamics. The agreement between the experimental results and the numerical 
calculations makes it possible to conclude that the hydrodynamic model of the corona with classical 
inverse bremsstrahlung of the laser radiation and with Spitzer thermal conductivity is correct. 

PACS numbers: 52.80.Hc, 52.50.Jm 

I. INTRODUCTION gible in th is  regime. 

Most recent studies of laser-fired thermonuclear 
fusion1 a r e  devoted to theoretical and experimental stud- 
i e s  of the heating and compression of spherical shell 
targets. In contrast t o  the concept of maximum isen- 
tropic compression of a homogeneous target  by a l a se r  
pulse having specially profiled time waveform: the sug- 
gestion of obtaining thermonuclear densities and tem- 
peratures by using shell targets  having a definite intern- 
a l  s tructure but fired by a l a s e r  pulse having a relative- 
ly simple time waveform was advanced earlier.3 At 
present it is precisely shell targets  of various struc- 
tures  that a r e  believed to  be of possible use in the ther- 
monuclear power reac tors  of the future, since the use 
of such targets  at  l a s e r  energies lo5-lo6 J can lead4 to 
an energy gain (ratio E ,,/E, of thermonuclear and las- 
e r  energies) on the order  of severa l  hundred. The 
greater  part  of the experiments on spherical heating and 
compression were therefore performed to data in vari-  
ous laboratories a l l  over the world with thin-wall shell 
targets. A technology of producing and selecting targets  
in the form of thin-wall organic and glass shells  was 
developed for  these experiments, together with methods 
fo r  filling them with hydrogen gas (or D2 and DT gas) 
under pressure.5ne 

Present-day experiments can be arbitrari ly divided 
into two groups. The  f i r s t  includes experiments in 
which the laser-pulse i s  sho r t e r  than the shell-collapse 
time, and the radiation flux density is qk 1015 w/cm2 
(the Argus and Janus systems7). In these experiments 
the shell wall thickness was -1 pm, and the shell was 
heated by a thermal wave even before the collapse, and 
i t s  density became lower than the initial value (the so- 
called "exploding-shell" regime). The  final gas  and 
shell densities attained in this regime were small. How- 
ever,  the high thermal conductivity made the asymme- 
t ry  of the irradiation and of the shell shape, a s  well the 
hydrodynamic instabilities of the compression, negli- 

In  the second group of experiments the l a se r  pulse 
duration was comparable with the shell collapse time, 
and moderate radiation intensities q-1014 W/cm2 were 
used (the Kal'mar and C, In  this case  the 
internal part  of the shell has not yet evaporated by the 
instant of maximum gas compression, and i t s  density 
can exceed substantially the initial value (the "com- 
pressed-shell" regime). An important feature of this re -  
gime is that the initial entropy is fed into the compressed 
thermonuclear matter  only by the shock wave, and this 
entropy turns out t o  be considerably lower than in the 
exploding-shell regime, when entropy i s  additionally 
supplied by fast electrons. As  a result,  the compres- 
sions attained in the compressed-shell regime a r e  much 
higher (6 - 105) a t  lower gas temperatures (T -0.2-0.5 
keV) than in the exploding-shell regime, in which these 
parameters  a r e  respectively 6 - 102 and T - 3- 7 keV. 

Theoretical investigations have shown1° that in the 
compressed-shell regime it i s  possible t o  attain the 
thermonuclear-matter densities needed for thermonu- 
c lear  fusion, even a t  the energy levels of contemporary 
l a se r s  ( lo2-18 5) if definite requirements a r e  met with 
respect  t o  the irradiation symmetry and the target 
shape, and it is precisely in this regime that experi- 
ments are feasible with positive energy yield, since the 
high value of the parameter  pR ( p R  2 0.1 g/cm2) can 
lead to the development of a thermonuclear-combustion 
wave." In  this paper we discuss the results  of experi- 
mental investigations with the Kal'mar system and a 
theoretical analysis of the interaction of nanosecond la- 
ser radiation with shell targets  and of the processes in 
the corona of l a se r  targets. These include the absorp- 
tion and refraction of the l a se r  radiation, the heating 
and ionization of the corona material, and the shaping 
of i t s  density profile. The dynamics of the target com- 
pression and the heating of the thermonuclear fuel in the 
compressed-shell regime a r e  the subject of another 
study .I2 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
We present results  of investigations performed on the 

nine-channel "Kal'mar" l a se r  system. Th i s  system is 
described in detail in the l i terature (see, e.g., Refs. 13 
and 14); we consider only the conditions of t h e  laser -  
beam focusing on the target  and l is t  the employed diag- 
nostic methods. The l a se r  energy a t  the output of the 
system reached values EL = 150 J at a pulse duration 150 
nsec a t  the base and a t  a rise t ime ~ ~ s 0 . 5  nsec while 
the half-width of the emission line was AX s 10 The  
nine l a se r  beams were focused from different directions 
onto the target  with the aid of independent two-lens sys- 
tems with effective length F = 20 cm. The  focal plane of 
each of the  focusing systems was somewhat farther  than 
the target, and the distribution of the laser-emission 
intensity near the target  i s  approximated satisfactorily 
by the expression. 

I(E)  =Io eup {- (Ela)') +I , ,  (1) 
0 6 5 ~ 3 5 0  pm,a=70  pm,~ , /~o=1 .72x  with 5 the 
distance to the optical axis. The  f i r s t  t e rm in (1) de- 
scribes the part  of the l a se r  radiation with the smal l  
divergence angle (a < 2 x rad), and the second cor-  
responds to  the distribution wings, whose existence is 
due to  the presence in the heating beams of radiation 
with large divergence angle. At an energy -100 J in the 
target  region, the flux density a t  the maximum of the 
l a se r  pulse was q= 2 x 1V4 w/cm2. 

The targets  used were hollow glass shells  filled with 
deuterium gas, of diameter 2R, = 70 - 300 pm and wall 
thickness AR =0.5- 4 pn. The methods used to  manu- 
facture the shells, fill them with gas, and for selection 
and control were developed a t  our Institute! The  shell 
dimensions were monitored by interferometry. The 
target was suspended on a rubber-cement filament of 
thickness not la rger  than 0.5 pm stretched on a U- 
shaped holder. 

We l is t  now briefly the main diagonstic methods used 
in the experiments. 

1 .  Measurement of the energy balance: 1) calori- 
metric measurements of the reflected and refracted ra-  
diation propagating past the target15; 2) measurements 
of the absorbed energy with the aid of open-type calori- 
m e t e r ~ ' ~ ;  3)  registration of the motion of the shock 
wave in the residual gas surrounding the target ,  using 
multiframe shadow and Schlieren photography." 

2. High-speed interferometry of the plasma corona: 
I )  with streak photography of the image in an electron- 
optical convertef17 2) using frame-by-frame photo- 
graphy ." 

3. Investigation of the space and time behavior of the 
luminous region of the plasma at the second harmonic 
frequency .'9 

4 .  Investigation of the contours of the spectral lines 
of the harmonics 2w0 and (%ao : 1) with spatial resolu- 
tion and integrated in  time"O; 2) s treak photography with 
an image c o n ~ e r t e r . ~ '  

5.  Investigation of the plasma luminosity in the soft x- 
ray band using multichannel pinpoint cameras with high 
spatial resolution. 

6. ~egis trat ion of the spectral distribution of the con- 
tinuous x radiation: 1 )  with x-ray f i lms (1 keV s hv s 10 
keV)22; 2) with a scintillator and multipliers (hv > 5  
keV). 

7. Registration of neutron yield: 1)  with integrating 
neutron-number counter; 2) time-of-flight neutron reg- 
istration with scintillators and multipliers. 

8. Investigation of the charge and energy makeup of 
the plasma part ic lep:  1) with ion collectors; 2) with a 
single-channel electrostatic mass  spectrometer. 

Ill. ABSORPTION OF LASER RADIATION AND 
FORMATION OF LASER-PLASMA CORONA 

The l a s e r  radiation is absorbed in the target  corona in the 
entire regionwhose density is lower than cr i t ica l  (w = w .,) 
because of the inverse bremsstrahlung, and in a narrow 
regionnear the cri t ical  surface as a result  of the anoma- 
lous (nonlinear) and resonance mechanisms. Resonant ab- 
sorption is connected with the presence of a longitudinal 
(in the beam-incidence plane) component of the electr ic  
field in the light wave." 

An important ro le  is played under conditions of spher- 
ical target  irradiation by refraction of the l a se r  radia- 
t i ~ n ? ~  since some of the beams a r e  deflected away from 
the beam axis and do not reach the region of most effec- 
tive absorption near the cri t ical  surface. A theoretical 
investigation of the absorption and refraction of laser 
radiation in  the plasma corona and a study of the role of 
various absorption mechanisms were car r ied  out by nu- 
merical  methods using the "Rapid9'program, which 
comprises a combined system of Maxwell's equations 
and single-liquid two-temperature hydrodynamics with 
electronic heat conduction and ionic v i s ~ o s i t y . ' ~  The 
distribution of the l a se r  radiation intensity in the beam 
near the target  were specified in the calculations in ac- 
cord with Eq. (1). 

The  absorption of l a s e r  radiation by the target  in the 
Kal'mar system was investigated experimentally by 
various methods, including two calorimetric proced- 
ures,  measurements with ion collectors and with a 
mass  spectrometer, and the method of a shock wave in 
the residual gas. 

The  f i r s t  calorimetric method consisted of determin- 
ing the absorbed energy E,, by measuring the total l a s e r  
energy entering the vacuum chamber (E,) and the energy 
losses due to  the refraction ( E , )  and due to  the presence 
of radiation with large divergence angle in the heating 
beams [ see  (I)]  propagating past  the target  (E,). The  
measurements were performed with an assembly of cal- 
orimetric sensors  and recording apparatus developed a t  
the Experimental Design Office of our ~nstitute." The  
arrangement of the sensors  is shown schematically in 
Fig. 1. The  Energy E ,  was measured by ca lor imeters  3 
in  a l l  the heating beams, with account taken with the 
losses  in the deflecting and focusing optical systems,  
while the energy E ,  was measured with calorimeters 4 
in  three out of the nine beams. The  energy E, of the re- 
fracted radiation was determined by averaging and re-  
calculating t o  the total solid angle the readings of f ive 
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FIG. 1. Relative positions of the heating beams and the calor- 
imetric sensors : 1-vacuum chamber, 2-target , 3, 4-KDS 
calorimeters, 5-VChDM calorimeters closed with filters, 
6--open VChDM calorimeters, 7-open DG calorimeters, 8- 
electorstatic ion collectors; the arrows markthe heating 
beams and those propagating past the target. 

VCMM miniaturized high-sensitivity sensors  5 covered 
with protecting glass and with light f i l ters  and placed a t  
various points inside the vacuum chamber. 

The  second calorimetric method of determining the 
absorbed energy is s imi lar  t o  that used by Charat is  
et al.'' I t  i s  based on a comparison of two closely 
placed sensors,  one open and the other covered by pro- 
tecting glass and light filters. The  open VChDM sensor 
(6, Fig. 1) o r  a special open DG-1 sensor  (7, Fig. 1)  
measures the total energy E,, + E,  of the expanding ta r -  
get material, of the radiation of the plasma proper, and 
of the radiation refracted in the plasma, while the 
closed sensors  measure only the refracted energy E,. 

Figures 2 and 3 show the experimental and theoretical 
energy-balance components (calculated with the 'Vapid" 
program without allowance for the anomalous absorp- 
tion mechanisms), normalized t o  the l a s e r  energy en- 
ter ing the vacuum chamber, a s  functions of the target  
diameter. The  increase in the spread of the experi- 
mental values of the energy past the target  (Fig. 2a) 
with decreasing diameter  is apparently due to the some 
inaccuracy in the aiming of the optical axes of the heat- 
ing beam onto the center  of the target. The  relative 
contribution of this effect t o  the measurement e r r o r  in- 
c r ea ses  with decreasing target  dimensions. Since the 
numerical simulation was based on the assumption that 
a l l  the optical axes passed through the target  center, 
the calculated plot l ies  in the lower part  of the experi- 
mental-value band. The  fraction of the refracted ener-  
gy is 30-40% (Fig. 2). The difference between the 
readings of each of the five calorimeteric sensors,  
which characterizes the degree of asymmetry of the 
angular distribution of the refracted radiation from all 
the l a s e r  beams, did not exceed 40%. 

The fraction of energy absorbed by the plasma, de- 
termined by the f i r s t  calorimetric method, increases 
from -15 to  5% with increasing shell diameter  from 80 
t o  260 p (Fig. 3). One of the causes of the differences 

O L '  80 TZ0 760 I 
ZOO 240 230 

diam, pm 

&.roox, EL % b 

, 
P 

0 I 
80 '2 /do 2°C i4G ZBO 

diam, pm 

FIG. 2. Plots of energy moving past the plasma (a) and of the 
refracted energy (b), normalized to the lazer radiation energy 
entering the vacuum chanber, E i ,  against the target diameter: 
0.56 x<0.9 pm, 0.96+ <1.25pm, 1.2560<1.65 pm, 1.65 
a A <  2.25 pm, 2.25s 0 < 3 pm. P-calculated values for shells 
2.2 pm thick. 

between the theoretical and experimental values of the 
refracted and absorbed energy at  large diameters (200- 
260 pm) may be the loss  of spherical symmetry of the 
target  irradiation, meaning a lso  of the hydrodynamic 
charac ter  of the corona expansion in the case when the 
shell dimension exceeds substantially the diameter of 
the heating beams (see a lso  Ref. 27). 

In addition, numerical calculations show that at  la rger  
target  diameters an increase takes place in the solid 
angle of the cone behind the target, which does not re- 
ceive the radiation refracted by each of the heating 
beams. This  increases a lso  the asymmetry of the re-  
sultant distribution of the refracted radiation and possi- 
bly increases the inaccuracy in the determination of E,. 

An analysis of the results  of the numerical calculation 
shows that under the conditions of the experiments with 
the Kal'mar system the contribution of the resonant ab- 
sorption mechanism is smal l  and amounts to -1% of the 

o 1 4  8 ' 
80 720 760 ZOO 240 280 

diam, pm 

FIG. 3. Energy absorbed by plasma, normalized to the energy 
E i ,  vs. the target diameter. The symbols are the same as in 
Fig. 2. 
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absorbed energy. This  is due, f irs t ,  to the features of 
the focusing system and, second, to the fact that in the 
regime wherein the shell is compressed a corona with 
a smal l  density gradient is produced if the pulse dura- 
tion is long enough, s o  that for  most beams the distance 
from the turning point to the cri t ical  point exceeds sub- 
stantially the radiation wavelength. The typical density 
profile in the corona is close to exponential, and the 
density decreases by a factor e a t  a distance a30 p 
from the cri t ical  surface. 

We note that when the flux density of the l a s e r  radia- 
tion on the target  is increased the ponderomotive 
forces, which a r e  capable of deforming the plasma pro- 
file near the cri t ical  density, assume a grea ter  role. 
Attwood et ~ 1 . ~ "  registered this  deformation in experi- 
ment. Figure 4 shows the calculated plots of the frac- 
tion of the absorbed flux qabs/qlas and of the relative 
contribution of the resonant absorption q~ /q .b ,  against 
the density discontinuity &p/pcr = ( k  - near the 
critical surface. The plasma profile was modified in 
such a way that the density varied in the range p, ,( p 
c h  over a distance 1 pm. I t  follows a lso  from the cal- 
culations that the characteristic values of the rat io of 
the light pressure  p, = IE I2/16n to  the thermal pressure  
fit =neTe  + n ,  T, amounts to 0.01-0.02, and according to  
Kidder's formula28 the density discontinuity is ~ p / p ,  
= (p, /ptYl2 -0.1. I t  follows from Fig. 4 that the influ- 
ence of this deformation on the absorption i s  negligible 
The role of the anomalous absorption mechanisms can 
a lso  be regarded a s  negligible. 

W e  do not have a t  present a complete physical picture 
of the anomalous absorption, and a r e  therefore unable 
t o  speak of quantitative comparison. F o r  example, al- 
lowance for the anomalous mechanisms obtained for  a 
homogeneous quiescent plasma3' leads t o  an  increase of 
the fraction of the absorbed energy by a factor 1.5. Un- 
de r  the Kal'mar experimental conditions, owing to in- 
homogeneities of the plasma and of i t s  motion, the in- 
stability-development pressures  a r e  apparently negli- 
gibly exceeded a t  q< l0l4 W/cm2. I t  must therefore be 
assumed that practically the entire energy of the l a se r  
radiation is absorbed via the inverse-bremsstrahlung 
mechanism. 

The  results  of the measurements of the adsorbed en- 
ergy by the second calorimetric method agree  well with 

FIG. 4. Calculated dependence of the absorption coefficient 
and of the fraction of the resonantly absorbed energy on the 
discontinuity of the plasma density profile; Te = 0.6 keV. 

the measurements by the f i r s t  method, An advantage of 
the second method is that placing the open calorimeter  
in the immediate vicinity of the closed one eliminates 
the influence of the anisotropy of the directivity pattern 
of the refracted radiation on the measurements of the 
absorbed energy. I t  must be noted, however, that th is  
method, in  contrast t o  the f irst ,  underestimates the ab- 
sorbed energy in  those experiments in which residual D, 
gas remains in the vacuum chamber and its pressure  
amounts t o  several  tor r .  The  reason is that the shock 
wave that propagates in  the gas and c a r r i e s  part  of the 
energy absorbed by the plasma has time to  be trans-  
formed into a sound over the distance to the calorimeter  
location, and is no longer registered by them. 

The  energy absorbed by the plasma is converted into 
the energy of the spreading plasma particles and into 
electromagnetic radiation having an intensity maximum 
i n  the x-ray region. The  energy of the soft x r ays  was 
estimated from measurements made with multichannel 
film detectors, and reached in individual flashes -0.5 J 
(-%J of the absorbed energy). Measurement of the en- 
ergy of the spreading plasma part icles with mass  spec- 
t rometers  and ion collectors determines with sufficient 
accuracy the absorbed energy. The  use of this method 
in our experiments yielded results  close t o  those ob- 
tained by calorimetric measurements. 

The  last  method of determining the absorbed energy 
consisted of measuring the energy of the spherical  
shock wave in the residual gas by obtaining the R-t  dia- 
gram of its motion using multiframe Schlieren photo- 
graphy.'' We used for this  purpose the equations that 
describe the propagation of a s trong ionizing shock wave 
in a homogeneous atmosphere.'' However, the values 
obtained by this method for the absorbed energy were 
aIways somewhat lower than the corresponding values 
obtained by the calorimetric measurements. 

I t  must be noted that measurement of the energy ab- 
sorbed by the plasma when spherical targets  a r e  fired 
by multichannel l a se r s  is a most complicated tasks. In  
the case  of calorimetric measurements, for  example, 
the reason is the strong refraction of the heating radia- 
tion in the plasma corona, which leads to nonuniform 
scattering of the radiation (into a solid angle 4n s r )  and 
measuring of this  scattering is made most difficult by 
the large number of elements of the diagnostic appartus 
and of the focusing system in  the vacuum chamber. 
Therefore only combined use of severa l  procedures that 
record the energy balance components by different 
methods make it possible t o  determine the absorbed en- 
ergy with sufficient accuracy. 

2. Laser-target corona 

The principal processes responsible for  the formation 
of the laser-target  corona a r e  (besides the laser-radia- 
tion absorption considered briefly in the preceding sec- 
tion) ionization, energy transport  by electronic thermal 
conductivity, relaxation between the electronic and ionic 
components of the plasma, spreading of the material, 
and x radiation. We discuss now in grea ter  detail these 
processes and their  mathematical description in the 
''Luch" program .= 
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The kinetics of the ionization of the plasma target  i s  
described in the program by the equation 

dEldt-~(v.-vP.~.-vt.L), z>I, (2 

in which the respective ra tes  v,, up,, and v,,, of ioniza- 
tion by electron impact, of photorecombination, and of 
triple recombination were  taken from the paper of 
~ e r ~ m a n  et al.s3 The  disequilibrium of the ionization 
kinetics can cause the average ionization multiplicities 
at  a given instant of t ime to  differ by a factor of two 
from the equilibrium value. In the dense unevaporated 
part  of the target, the plasma ionization takes place un- 
de r  equilbrium conditions. In  the corona, a t  densities 
n,-n, and temperatures T,>0.1 keV the t r ip le  recom- 
bination r a t e  v,.,, is much l e s s  than v, o r  up,, and in the 
equilibrium case  we find from (2) that corona equilibri- 
um occurs a t  v, = up,, . In the dense unevaporated part  
of the shell a t  n e 2  loz2 ~ m ' ~  and T, ~ 0 . 0 2  keV we have 
up+ << v,, v pr, << v t,r. , and the Saha equilibrium v, = v ,,. 
is obtained. 

Calculation of the ionization multiplicity is important 
also for  the calculation of the x radiation from the cor-  
ona. The  energy equation contains the energy d the 
ionization in the corona. The  influence of this  effect can 
be observed by comparing the effective adiabatic expon- 
ent 

P nkT reff--l +-= l f 
E '12nkT+Q ( E )  

with y = Q .  Thus, for  the corona of a glass ta rge t  
(T, < I keV) we have ye, = 1.45 to 1.5, which co r r e s -  
ponds to  an ionization energy Q(E) amounting t o  70-50% 
of the internal energy of the plasma E ,, = ( j b k ~ .  In 
the unevaporated par t  of the shell,  account is taken of 
the cold pressure ,  whose role i s  significant. 

The  region where the l a se r  radiation is absorbed is a 
source of electronic heat-conduction waves that t rans-  
port energy both t o  the dense layers  of the plasma and 
t o  the low-density expanding plasma. An analysis of ex- 
perimental and theoretical investigations of the com- 
pression of glass shells  shows that in the plasma pro- 
duced by nanosecond l a s e r  pulses a t  flux densities q 

lox4 W/cm2 there  is no need to  introduce the lowered 
(anomalous) thermal conductivity. The  experiments" 
a r e  satisfactorily described in the classical  heat-con- 
duction approximation. I t  follows from the numerical 
calculation that in the region where the thermal conduc- 
tivity is significant we always have I,<< L (L =T,/vT, 
and I is the electron mean f ree  path), and consequently 
the classical  (Spitzer) heat flux is substantially smal ler  
than the maximum heat flux n,v,kT, car r ied  by the par- 
ticles without collisions, and is less than the flux cor- 
responding to  a transport  velocity equal t o  the ion vel- 
ocity v,: 

qsp=x,V T.<n.v,kT,<n.u.kT.. 

The relaxation processes in the corona and in the 
compressed part  of the target  differ in their  character .  
At pkp,, the l a se r  energy is transferred in the corona 
mainly to electrons, and we always have T, >Ti. I n  the 
compression region, where the energy is concentrated 
i n  the hydrodynamic motion, we have T, 2 T,. 

The x radiation is determined by the bremsstrahlung 

and recombination processes. The total radiation ener- 
gy fo r  the targets  under consideration i s  l e s s  than 5% of 
the absorbed energy and does not influence the compres- 
s ion processes.  The re  a r e  in the target  two regions 
that  make the main contribution to  the integrated lum- 
inosity: the corona region nea r  the cr i t ica l  density, and 
the central  part  of the target ,  which is heated and com- 
pressed a s  a result  of spherical  cumulation. The  maxi- 
mum of the corona glow i s  shifted from the cri t ical  sur -  
face t o  the center  of the target towards higher densities. 
The  t ime of glow of this region is comparable with the 
duration of the l a s e r  pulse, and the spatial evolution is 
sini i lar  to the displacements of the cr i t ica l  surface. 
The  t ime of glow of the central  region of the target  i s  

lo-" sec. The  main contribution is made by the 
emission of the heated g lass  layers  adjacent t o  the gas. 
Since the thickness of these layers  i s  smal l  compared 
with the  diameter  of the compressed gas, and since the 
t ime variation of the s ize  of the emitting region is 
slight, measurement of the s ize  of the glowing region on 
the pinpoint photograph makes i t  possible to determine 
experimentally the volume compression of the gas. 

The  "Luch" program makes allowance f o r  the volume 
x radiation. The  x-ray transport  was calculated by a 
special program in which the stationary transport  equa- 
tion was solved without allowance for  the reaction of the 
radiation on the hydrodynamics. I t  is legitimate to use 
a n  approximation with a quasistationary radiation field 
corresponding to  the instantaneous distribution of the 
absorption and emission sources,  since the plasma vel- 
ocity is much lower than that of light. The total emis- 
sion of x r ays  f rom the target  and i t s  spectrum a s  well 
a s  the theoretical pinpoint pictures, were determined in 
the cited calculation by using the temperature and dens- 
ity distributions obtained in the "Luch" and "Rapid" cal- 
culations. 

We proceed now to d iscuss  the resul t s  of the experi- 
mental investigations of the laser-plasma corona. The 
kpace-time averaged electron temperatures of the plas- 
ma corona were determined from spectral  measure- 
ments of the continuous x radiation by the absorber 
method. T o  regis te r  the x r ays  we used multichannel 
detectors whose sensitive element was the UF-VR x-ray 
film:2 and a three-channel scintillation detector. The 
use of the lat ter  was dictated by the des i re  to extend the 
recorded spectral  range towards higher quantum ener-  
gies. 

Each of the registration channels of the scintillation 
detector consisted of a plastic scintillator covered by an 
absorber,  a flexible light pipe, and a s e t  of neutral 
light f i l ters  that s e t  the required dynamic range of the 
measurement system. The  signals from a l l  three chan- 
nels  were  registered with a common F'U-30 photo- 
multiplier and with a 6LOR-02 oscilloscope. In one de- 
tector  channel we used a beryllium absorber 400 pm 
thick, and in the other two a combination of a beryllium 
fi l ter  of the same thickness with aluminum filters. 

Figure 5 shows the resul t s  of measurements, made 
with a film detector on two shell targets ,  of the ratio of 
the number of photons passing through a beryllium fil- 
t e r  of thickness 6,, (which ranged from 500 to  2400 pm, 
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the spectrum of the harmonic, in a c c ~ r d  with the rela-  
tionZ1 

T.(t) =1.5.1P&,(t)/i0, 

FIG. 5. Experimental and calculated ratios of the numbers of 
quanta and energies of the x radiation passing through filters 
of various thicknesses against the end-point cutoff energy of 
the filters. Target parameters: 0, 0-2R=236 pm, AR= 1.7 
pm, 0, .-2R=165 pm, AR=2 pm. 

corresponding t o  end-point cutoff energies El/,= 3.7- 
6.9 keV), t o  the number of photons passing through a 
4 0 0 - p  beryllium filter. The same figure shows for  the 
range E l / ,  =6.9-11.3 keV, the results  of measurement, 
with a scintillation detector, of the rat io of the energy 
of the x rays  passing through a combination of a 400-pm 
beryllium filter and an  aluminium fi l ter  of thickness 6,, 
= 40-200 km, to the radiation energy passing through a 
4 0 0 - p  beryllium filter. The  solid lines in the figures 
a r e  the theoretical plots calculated for  various electron 
temperatures,  assuming a Maxwellian distribution of 
the plasma-electron velocities. Comparison of the ex- 
perimental and calculated resul t s  shows that in the  
range of the end-point energies El/, = 3.7-11.3 keV 
there is no substantial deviation of t h e  plasma-electron 
distribution from Maxwellian, and the resultant values 
of the electron temperature in these two experiments is 
-0.5 and 0.6 keV. 

Generalization of the measurement resul t s  obtained in 
a large number of experiments shows that the space- 
time integrated values of the plasma electron tempera- 
tures  in different shell targets  lie in the range 0.3-0.9 
keV . 

T o  ensure the required t ime resolution in the mea- 
surement of the electron temperature in the plasma cor-  
ona, a study was made of the temporal evolution of the 
spectral  distribution of the ($)wo harmonic generated 
in  the plasma in  the region of one-fourth the cri t ical  
density n,,/4. Experimental and theoretical investiga- 
t i o n ~ ~ ~  have shown that the spectrum of the ($)wo har- 
monic consists of two components that a r e  shifted in op- 
posite direction relative t o  the exact value ($)x, and 
separated by a distance proportional to the plasma elec- 
t ron  temperature in the region of one-quarter the criti- 
c a l  density; this  makes i t  possible to determine the 
evolution of the electron temperature in th is  region on 
the basis  of the spectral  and temporal investigations of 

where A&/, is the distance between the spectral  com- , . 
ponents of the harmonic, & is the laser-emission wave- 
length, and T, is in keV. 

F o r  example, in one of the shell  targets:' at instants 
of t ime 0.8, 1.5, and 2.3 nsec, the distance between the 
components of the harmonic was 38, 44, and 32 A,  cor-  
responding to  an  electron temperature in the n,,/4 re- 
gion 570, 660, and 480 eV, respectively. We note that 
the plasma electron temperature averaged over the 
emission t ime of the ($)coo harmonic and obtained by 
the method described above agrees  sufficiently well with 
x-ray measurements. Calculations of the heating and 
compression of target  by the "Luch" program give aver- 
age corona temperatures 0.5-1 keV close t o  the experi- 
mental ones. 

Figure 6 shows a diagram of the optical system used 
for  the diagnostics of the laser-plasma corona. T o  de- 
termine the degree of spherical  expansion we used mul- 
tiframe interferometry." Streak scanning of the inter- 
ference patterns and of the plasma glow region were si- 
multaneously obtained with an electron-optical r eco rde r  
a t  the second harmonic of the heating radiation's*35 (the 
scan pictures were separated on the photorecorder by 
introducing an  optical delay). 

The  t ime evolution of the electron spatial  distribution 
function n,(r) was investigated by reducing the displace- 
ment interference pattern scans. The  use of a three- 
mi r ro r  displacement interferometer  greatly extended 
the registered range of plasma electron densities, t o  
n, -lPO ~ m - ~ .  Usually, if an  objective with sufficient 
angular aperture (210") is used in the interferometry 
system, the upper limit of the registered densities con- 
s i s t s  of a very  dense assembly of interference fringes 
that cannot be spatially resolved by the optical system. 
In  a displacement interferometer, by adjusting the 
t ransverse  displacement, i t  is possible t o  suppress the 
condensation effect t o  a considerable degree, since the 
phase difference between the phases of the interfering 
beams that have passed through the plasma over the dis- 

FIG. 6. Diagram of plasma opticaldiagnostics system: 1- 
KDP crystal, 2-optical delay system, 3-Jamin interfero- 
meter, 4-target, 5-multiframe interference photographic 
camera, 6-system for the formation of the composite optical 
pulse, 7-objective. 8displacement interferometer, 9- 
photoelectronic recorder, 10-laser triggered discharger, 
11-lens to focus the heating radiation on the target, 12-lens, 
13-semitransparent mirror, 14-interference light filter. 
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placement distance is much l e s s  (by a factor 2-3 in ex- 
periment) than in  an ordinary two-beam interferometer. 
Among other advantages of the employed interferometer 
is also that only in a displacement interferometer it is 
possible to tune, in both direct ions from the target  cen- 
ter ,  along the photorecorder slit, the optimal initial 
angle between the interfering beams," when the fringes 
broaden in the denser regions of the plasma (Fig. 7). 

Figure 8 shows the measured distribution n,(r) at  var- 
ious instants of t ime in two experiments, a s  well a s  the 
density profiles obtained in the numerical calculations 
of the same experiments i n  accord with the "Luch" pro- 
gram. An analysis the data shows not only a general 
agreement of the dynamics of the evolution of the calcu- 
lated and experimental distribution, but a l so  that their  
absolute values a t  the same point of space and a t  the 
same instant of t ime a r e  close. This  allows us  t o  as -  
sume that the numerical calculation describes well the 
state of the laser-plasma corona and a lso  such corona 
characteristics a s  the absorbed l a se r  energy (see Sec. 
1). The degree of ionization Z and the evaporated mass  
a r e  close to the calculated values. The calculations 
yielded F- 10 and evaporated-mass values 30 and 4%, 
respectively. An interesting feature of the density dis- 
tribution i s  that it reveals  perturbations that a r e  formed 
a t  the s t a r t  of the second nanosecond. A theoretical 
analysis shows that this  perturbation is produced by a 
shock wave that is reflected from the center, passes 
through the compressed part of the shell, and enters  the 
corona. The time t, of the registration of the perturba- 
tion at  the point R, consists  of the t ime t *  of collapse 
of the shell (it can be approximately assumed that it is 
precisely a t  this  instant that the shock wave from the 
deuterium enters  into the compressed shell) and the 
t imes At, and At, of propagation through the com- 
pressed shell and through the corona. Numerical calcula- 
tion shows that in thin-wall shells  ~ t ,  aO.lt* e t * .  The 
corona time is ~ t , =  R,/B, where ii7 is the avepage vel- 
ocity of the perturbation after  leaving the corona. 

I Thus, an investigation of the time evolution of the in- 
dicated density perturbations makes it possible to de- 
termine an  important dynamic characterist ic  of the 
shell-target compression pfocess,  namely the collapse 
time: t*=t , (R, ) -~ , /~z .  

Measurements of the positions of the perturbations a t  

FIG. 7. Characteristic 
streak scan pf displace- 
ment interference patterns 
of laser plasma. Lateral 
displacement h - ~  400 pm. 

t, nsec c mm 

FIG. 8. Motion of shock wave in the plasma corona of a target. 
Solid lines-results of interferometry measurements; dashed- 
calculated profiles of electron density. a) diam 138 pm, A 
= 1.7 pm; b) diam 98 pm, A=1.4 pm. 

various instants of time yielded for the velocity iii in the 
describes experiments values 8 x 10' and 5 x 10' cm/sec, 
hence t *  = 1.4 and 1.2 nsec. I t  must be noted that the 
problem of entry of the shock wave into the l a s e r  target  
corona is close to the known problem of the emergence 
of a shock wave on the surface of a star,3e but its ana- 
lytic solution is made difficult by the complicated char-  
ac t e r  of the distribution of the temperature, density, 
and velocity of the matter  in the plasma. 

O u r  present  resul t s  lead t o  the following conclusions 
concerning the formation and s ta te  of the corona of las- 
er targets  in Kal'mar experiments at moderate laser- 
radiation fluxes up to  10" W/c&. 

F o r  shells  of diameter 2R ~ 8 0 - 1 0 0  k m  the absorbed 
energy measured by various methods is 015-30% of the 
energy of the heating radiation, values close to those 
obtained in e ~ p e r i r n e n t 8 ' * ~ ~ * ~ ~  with analogous targets  
and with picosecond l a s e r  pulses, although these exper- 
iments were performed under better focusing conditions 
from the point of view of the diffraction losses. F o r  
la rger  shells, 400-250 jun in diameter, higher ab- 
sorbed energy fractions, =5%, were registered. The 
investigations have demonstrated the important role of 
refraction in spherical irradiation: the fraction of the 
refracted energy was 30-40%. The  measurement re- 
sults  agree  sufficiently well with the resul t s  of numeri- 
ca l  calculations based on the classical  absorption mod- 
el. The  contribution of the resonance mBchanism of ab- 
sorption is small, and the fraction of the  resonant ab- 
sorbed energy is 4%. 

The space-time integrated plasma electron tempera- 
tures  registered in the discussed experiments amount t o  
-0.3-0.9 keV for various shell targets. The  use of 
classical  Spitzer conductivity in the hydrodynamic mod- 
e l ,  a t  the indicated energy absorption, has  made i t  
possible, for  both the theoretical analysis and the 
numerical calculation, to present  a description of the 
state and dynamics of the laser-plasma corona in good 
agreement with experiment. This  manifests itself 
clearly when the experimentally registered average 
temperature, and particularly the density profile of the 
corona, a r e  compared with the experimental values. 
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